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Introduction
After
careful
study
the Educational
Policy
and Planning
Committee
(EPPC) affirms
that
Ethnic
Studies
is a legitimate
academic
discipline.
The EPPC further
concludes
that
the Ethnic
Studies
Program
at thP.
University
of Hawaii,
since
its
inception,
has not received
adequate
administrative
support.
Despite
this
lack of administrative
support
of the current
program,
the discipline
of Ethnic
Studies
is particularly
appropriate
for the University
of Hawaii.
Hawaii
is the only state
in which
there
is no single
dominant
ethnic
group.
This situation
offers
unique
opportunities
for research
and teaching
in a multiethnic
conununity,
and provides
ideal
conditions
for significant
scholarly
activity
which cannot
be conducted
elsewhere.
Over the
history
of the Ethnic
Studies
Program
at this
University
various
features
of the Program
have been impugned
by tepid
administrative
support.
We must be clear
in separating
this
particular
program
background
from the fact
that
our State's
history
and past
experiences
provide
a unique
multi-ethnic
milieu
for the fostering
and development
of a strong
and excellent
Ethnic
Studies
Program.
The values
of such
a program
are many.
It is the reponsibility
of this
University,
governed
by its
explicit
mandate
to serve
the community,
to include
this
disciplinary
area among its
academic
offerings.
We are aware that
the Ethnic
Studies
Program
at the University
of Hawaii has generated
considerable
controversy.
This is characteristic
of many new and emerging
disciplines.
A university
worthy
of the name can function
only if
it is a place
where ideas
are freely
exchanged
no matter
how
"controversial"
they may be in the context
of contemporary
culture.
Indeed,
it is the duty of the university,
among all
social
institutions,
to explore
and evaluate
such controversial
ideas .and
disciplines.
Procedure
The EPPC appointed
by the Dean of the College
of Arts and
Sciences
in accordance
with the charter
of the College
Senate,
has met as a committee-of-the-whole
on all matters
dealing
with
Ethnic
Studies.
The EPPC consisted
of:
J. Crean (European
Languages
& Literature);
J. Gilje
(Chemistry);
O. Groves
{ASUH representative);
c. Lamoureux
(Botany);
D. Neubauer
(Political
Science);
S. Starosta
(Linguistics);
B. Siegel
(Microbiology);
and C. Winskowski
(Graduate
Student
Organization
representative)
.
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The EPPC met weekly
since
the beginning
of : February
1977
to consider
various
aspects
of the review
process,
to develop
appropriate
criteria,
and td evaluate
a wide spectrum
of
information
and opinions.
Each member of the current
EPPC is or has been a member of
an instructional
program
review
evaluating
programs
and departments
other
than Ethnic
Studies.
From this
experience
we believe
that
the ~eview procedure
applied
to Ethnic
Studies
and the criteria
employed
do not differ
significantly
from those
used in the
appraisal
of other
units
within
the University.
The EPPC is,
however
cognizant
that
the Ethnic
Studies
Program
does differ
in certain
respects
from more traditional
programs,
and we have
attempted
to appraise
some of the unique
features
of Ethnic
Studies,
both in context
of the Program's
self-established
goals
as well as
by conventional
university
practices.
It

is common procedure
to compare programs
and departments
within
the same institution.
In this-respect
we have focused
on the variety
of roles
Ethnic
Studies
plays
in the University
and in the community,
attempting
to assess:
the content
of
courses;
the quality
of teaching;
nature
and levels
of research
conducted
by the faculty;
the number and nature
of the students;
skills
and personal
satisfaction
gained
by individual
students;
and the acceptance
of Ethnic
Studies
within
the community
and
the University.
It is also common procedure
to compare programs
and departments
across
universities.
Accordingly,
the EPPC conducted
comparative
investig~tions
of six other
ethnic
studies
programs,
examining
academic
support,
university
acceptance,
program
organization,
faculty
activities,
community
participation
and student
interest
in ethnic
studies
programs
in general.
The EPPC employed
1.

the

following

A careful
study
Program
Review,
complied
by the

materials

and methods:

and analysis
of the uinstructional
Ethnic
Studies
Program,
Spring
Ethnic
Studies
Program.

1977"

2.

Interviews
with the following
faculty:
D. McGregor-Alegado
(Director,
Ethnic
Studies
Program);
E. Beechert
(History);
S. Boggs
(Anthropology);
S. Lutzky
(American
Studies);
R. Alcantara
(American
Studies);
D. Ogawa (American
Studies);
and D. Contois
(Dean, College
of Arts and
Sciences).

3.

Examination
of the 1970 Ethnic
Stuqies
Proposal
(the so-called
"Ogawa proposal"),
the 1972 document
formulated
by Ethnic
Studies
as part
of its review
process,
as well as written
comments of previous
review
teams.

•
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4.

Analysis
of statistical
documents
dealing
with
course
enrollments,
cross-over
studies,
grading
and budgetary
distribution,
etc.
available
in
the Dean's
office.

5.

Examination
of additional
material
provided
by
the Ethnic
Studies
Program
at the request
of the
EPPC including
course
materials,
class
evaluations,
completed
student
projects,
. questionnaires
used to
screen
new personnel,
etc.

6.

Visitations
of Ethnic
Studies
classes
by EPPC
members
(with the permission
of the Director
of Ethnic
Studies
and the classroom
instructor).

7.

Participation
by two EPPC members in a joint
three-member
Ethnic
Studies
research
team.
This
team visited
5 mainland
universities
with Ethnic
Studies
program~
and conducted
more than 25
interviews
(See Appendix
I).
The director
of
one other
mainland
Ethnic
Studies
Program was
interviewed
in Hawaii.
The extensive
report
formulated
by the team was carefully
considered
by the EPPC as a whole.
Findings

I.

and Recommendations

The Discipline
The primary
objectives
as stated
by the current
Ethnic
Review document
are:
"1) to establish
Ethnic
Studies,
a program
about the historical
and contemporary
experiences
of Hawaii's
multi-ethnic
people,
as a p~rmanent,
coordinated
program of
academic
instruction
and research
at the University
of Hawaii,
Manca ...•
2) to develop
an Ethnic
Studies
Program
that
is
oriented
to serving
the needs of . Hawaii's
multi-ethnic
community....
3) to develop a ·.methodo ·1ogy to facilitate
the implementation
of the orientation
and direction
of the Ethnic
Studies
Program
within
the context
of University
of Hawaii,
Manoa, •.•.
and 4)
to help students
develop
skills
of
critical
analysis
in order
to make intelligent
decisions
on personal
. and social
issues ·· and problems
and to take
affirmative
action
to resolve
them in the interest
of the
general
community."
leads
Ethnic

Comparative
evaluations
of other
Ethnic
Studies
programs
us to conclude
that
an emerging~ .a;scipline
-· snch as.
Studies
may move toward
the developmept
of new

-4methodologies
in research
as well
as new models
of instruction.
The production
and refinement
of instructional
program
material
(textbooks,
audio-visual
realia,
bibliographies,
etc.}
is to
be regarded
as perfectly
valid
research
during
the initial
years
of an emerging
discipline,
and Ethnic
Studies
cannot
be
fairly
expected
to move into
more conventional
published
research
data until
an adequate
· base of pedagogical
materials
exists
to
fulfill
the pressing
classroom
needs.
It is not unreasonable,
given the emerging
status
of the Program
to have the students
actively
involved
as resources
for community
research.
There
is also
the ultimate
question
as to whether
scholarly
research
in Ethnic
Studies
will
ever take the shape of published
research
as we know it in conventional
format,
or whether
new research
methodologies
may culminate
in quite
innovative
and as yet
unfamiliar
publication
formats,
e.g.,
oral
history
projects,
r-In any case,
it is generally
agreed
that
while
certain
accustomed
avenues
of publication
are currently
open . to
Ethnic
Studies
researchers,
the wider
way is yet to be developed
and implemented.
II.

The Curriculum
Ethnic
Studies
programs
came into
being
as a result
of
intense
student
activism.
Accordingly,
students
continue
to
have a far greater
say in all
aspects
of curriculum
than in
traditional
departments.
Also,
the need for Ethnic
Studies
to be responsive
to the community
further
affects
the
curriculum.
Ethnic
Studies
faculty
do not,
in general,
represent
as wide a range of ideologies
as one would expect
to find in traditional
social
science
departments.
They
share
common goals
mostly
related
to bettering
the conditions
of living
members of ethnic
minorities
and, therefore,
tend
11
to be "left
of center
politically.
The EPPC recognizes
that
the history
of the Program
has included
many confrontations
between
proponents
and
opponents
of the Ethnic
Studies
Program
over the issues
of
course
content--confrontations
which have included
charges
of bias
in program
instruction.
At the root
of these
controversies
lies
the issue
of a pedagogy
which includes
the analysis
of "working
class
struggles".
Comparative
data
from other
university
Ethnic
Studies
programs
leads
inescapably
11
to the conclusion
that
"class
analysis
is a legitimate
and indeed
integral
portion
of an Ethnic
Studies
curriculum.
The attendant
issue
is
the Ethnic
Studies
Program,
or department,
accepts
as its
of fairness,
equity
and the
academic
freedom
throughout

that
of bias.
We recognize
like
every other
university
charge
and obligation,
the
implementation
o~ the norms
the instructional
program .

that
program
values
of
This

-5entails
balance

an unflinching
of opinions

commitment
and perspectives.

to

criticality

and

the

It is the EPPC's view that
the emphasis
of the University
of Hawaii's
Ethnic
Studies
Program
on "class
analysis"
to the
virtual
exclusion
of either
culture
or history
offerings
is
a distraction
from the professional
and scholarly
focus.

)
.

While some Ethnic
Studies
programs
in mainland
institutions
must include
ethnic
languages
as well as some peripheral
course
offerings
such as martial
and culinary
arts,
the Ethnic
Studies
Program
at Manca need not experience
this
dilution,
since
other
existing
departments
and programs
already
handle
these
areas.
The Ethnic

Studies

grading

policy

states

that:

"the conventional
grading
system •••. discrirninates
against
students
whose cultural
values
do not
conform
to the dominant
culture:
These cultural
differences
••. are then translated
into grades."
And the

philosophy

that:

"the Program
does
the chance
to try

not wish
again"

to

deny

the

students

is indeed
admirable,
yet it appears
inconsistent
to deny students
the same chance
to fail,
indeed
the opportunity
to receive
an
adequate,
frank
and total
evaluation
of their
accomplishments,
if for no other
reason
than to assess
how they might gen¾,nely
improve
in future
academic
pursuits.
In fact,
this
grading
policy
may in part
be self-correcting
with the change to be
instituted
by the University
next year--specifically
the
change
in the use of the "W" grade.
Certainly
the grade
distribution
not the norm of the University,
but
EPPC has,
furthermore,
rearned
that
of Ethnic
Studies
is not consistently
Ethnic
Studies
courses.

- of ,-Ethnic . Studies
is
neither
is it unique.
the above stated
policy
applied
across
all

The

Since the curriculum
of an Ethnic
Studies . Program
does,
by its very nature
fill
a void that
has hitherto
not been
recognized
within
most universities,
it is to be expected
that
some pedagogical
approaches
(in teaching,
assignments,
grading,
etc.)
will
not fall
within
traditional
norms.
This may not be
failing,
per se, but rather
an express1on
of the needs of the
discipline.
It is expected,
that
with academically
trained
and widely
respected
people
teaching
within
~thnic
Studies,
these
variations
from the norm will
either
become justified
within
the academic
community
or they will
be replaced
by
other
approaches.

a
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III.

Student

Profile

Students
in Ethnic
Studies'
classes
are drawn mainly
from the College
of Arts and Sciences
general
and unclassified
group
(46-47%),
Arts and Sciences
pre-professional
students
(5-10%),
Tropical
Agriculture
(6.6-9%)
and Psychology,
Education,
Sociology,
and Business
Administration
(1-5% each),
as well
as other
areas.
Students
in a course
dealing
with a particular
ethnic
group
tend to be members of that
group.
The Ethnic
Studies
Director
points
out that
the recent
decline
in the number of enrolled
students
in the Program
may be attributable
to the high cost of tuition
and the fact
that
Ethnic
Studies
does not count
as a core requirement
or
upper division
elective
in any other
program.
The fact
that
the beginning
of the enrollment
decline
coincides
with a
major increase
in University
tuition
lends
some support
to
this
contention.
It is the view of the EPPC that
the
situation
is considerably
more complex,
reflecting
not only
fiscal
factors
but also changes
of faculty
and program
emphasis.
As the Ethnic
Studies
and stabilized,
certain
of
form valuable
additions
to
IV.

Program
becomes more developed
their
courses
could be expected
the core requirement.

to

Faculty
The faculty
is very young.
This translates
itself
into
the dynamic
activism
and close
faculty-student
relationships
which have characterized
the program
in the past,
but it
also
leads
to weaknesses
in the present
program
and will
present
formidable
problems
to the future
development
of
the Program.
Although
the current
faculty
of _ the Ethnic . Studies
Program have worked hard and given
more of · their
time and
talents
than their
part-time
positions
would require,
the
question
of the academic
acceptance
and validity
of their
efforts
is a serious
one.
Today,
general
university
policy
virtually
insists
that
to become a tenurable
member of the
faculty
requires
a Ph.D.
Whether
one agrees
or disagrees
with
this
philosophy
is not the purpose
of this
review,
but that
it
is standard
procedure
must be accepted.
Therefore,
a director
of a _program,
particularly
a somewhat
controversial
one, should
have qualifications
beyond question
.in areas
which relate
to
-her/his
discipline.
Even more bluntly
stated,
the Ethnic
Studies
Program
should
evolve
on a firm footing
within
the
University
system,
but this
will
never happe~ in any successful
manner without
the full
support
of the academic
community
of
which it is a part.
And qualifications
of individuals
in
any discipline
must meet the - standards
that .are - imposed
on the

-7academic

community

by the

academic

community.

If current
practices
of employing
younger
faculty
to
insure
rapport
between
student
and teacher
a ·re continued
extensive
staff
turnover
will
be required
to maintain
the
youthful
profile.
In this
event
serious
continuity
problems
may ensue
and it will
be difficult
for the faculty
to develop
academic
maturity.
A more satisfactory
personnel
approach
would involve
the
formation
of a permanent,
tenurable
cadre
of academically
qualified
faculty,
most likely
holding
joint
appointments
with established
departments.
These faculty
should
be
supplemented
by instructors
or lecturers
whose degree
profiles
and (narrowly-defined)
academic
training
could vary widely,
yet they
should
possess
significant
ethno-cultural
living
experience.
Further
support
could be provided
by part-time
laboratory
leaders.
Ethnic
Studies
faculty
should
have wide
recognition
as effective
leaders
in local
and extended
ethnic
community
involvement.
These attributes
of cultural
authenticity
and community
effectiveness
might be considered
in individual
cases
as valid
equivalents
of academic
qualifications.
This blend
of personnel
qualifications
has
precedence
in Ethnic
Studies
programs
at other
universities
and in other
programs
at this
University.
A frequent
analogy
is drawn with the creative
and performing
arts,
where
authenticity
and acceptance
are more frequent
validating
criteria
than terminal
research
degrees.
The strength
of an Ethnic
Studies
instructional
unit
is seen in its
judicious
combination
and balance
of the degreed
scholar
in a given
discipline
and the informed
and informing
practioner
of the art.
V.

Organization
level
units,

The EPPC considered
three
aspects
of program
of support,
relationship
of the program
to
and internal
program
organization.

organization:
other
academic

For most of its
history
the Ethnic
Studies
Program
has
struggled
with a small
resource
base,
and many of its
personnel
difficulties
stem from this
fact.
The program's
decision
to
divide
positions
among several
junior
instructors
reflects
not only the previously
discussed
philosophical
connnitrnent,
but also
the burden
of operating
the pJ:Ogram with limited
personnel
resources.
Compared with mainland
programs
examined
by the EPPC, the UH program
deserves
the labe1 · 11 undersupported".
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The EPPC finds
that
organizational
linkages
between
the
Ethnic
Studies
Program
and other
University
of Hawaii departments
and programs
are weaker
than suggested
by the Ethnic
Studies
Program
review.
Clearly
a far greater
use of visiting
lecturers,
shared
appointments
and cross-listed
courses
could be created
to better
integrate
the Ethnic
Studies
Program.
Much has been made of ·the extensive
involvement
of Ethnic
Studies
students
in the decision-making
of the program .
The
implication
that
democratic
decision
making procedures
within
the program
are incompatible
with effective
decision
making
in general
lacks
substance.
Obviously
the use of extensive
decision
making procedures
-is expensive
in terms of time and
effort,
but this
should
not be confused
as a mandate
for
irresponsibility
or inefficiency.
Recommendations
I.

The Discipline
Ethnic
Studies,
a valid
academic
discipline,
should
be maintained,
supported
and developed
as a regular
program
of the University
of Hawaii.
To this
end, EPPC recommends
withdrawing
the provisional
status
of the Program
and
rendering
it subject
to the review
procedures
applied
to
any other
University
program.

II.

III.

The Curriculum
A.

Ethnic
Studies'
curricular
offerings
in scope
to encompass
a variety
of
of ethnic
concern.

B.

The production
and refinement
should
be emphasized
at least
the program .

The

of
in

should
approaches

instructional
the building

be broadened
to the study
materials
years
of

Students

A.

Ethnic
Studies
courses
should
develop
topics · of wide appeal
to students
of all ethnic
backgrounds
and in a wide range
of academic
pursuits
including
professional
schools
and
programs - such - as ..medi.cine,
law, social
work, public
hea-lth,
as well
as the social
sciences
~nd hwnanities,
etc .

B.

Students
majoring
in Ethnic
Studies
shoµld
be encouraged
to obtain
in a scholarly
way knowledge
and experience
relating
- to problems
of particular
salience
to ethnic
communities.
•

-
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IV.

V.

The Faculty
A.

The Ethnic
Studies
Program
should
have an experienced,
qualified
director
recognized
in both the : .field . o.f .E:thnic
Studies
and in a traditional
discipline.
The director
.
should
possess
close
ties
to Hawaii.

B.

Full-time
Ethnic
Studies
or the equivalent
degree
research
and publication.

C.

Part-time
faculty
training
as well
living
experience.

faculty
and be

should
actively

should
possess
adequate
as authentic,
significant

possess
a Ph.D.
engaged
in
academic
ethno-cultural

Organization
A.

An Ethnic

Studies

be constituted

Advisory
of members

Committee
{ESAC) should
from the following
UH units:

Graduate
Student
Organization
{1)
Associated
Students,
Univeristy
of Hawaii
{1)
Program
and Cu~riculurn
Committee
{A&S) (1)
Ethnic
Studies
Program
(3)
Political
Science
(1)
Sociology
(1)
Anthropology
(1)
History
(1)
American
Studies
(1)
Psychology
(1)
Faculty
members of the ESAC should
be nominated
by
their
respective
departments
and selected
by the Dean of
the College
of Arts and--Sciences.
Studentmembers .- are
to be nominated
by their
respective
organizations.
B.

C.

D.

Given the current
constraints
of the 4.5 FTE allocation,
EPPC recommends
that
2.0 full-time
positions
be reserved
for tenure
track
appointments,
one of which would be for
the Director.
The remaining
2.5 ·FTEs would be allocated
by the Director
after
consultation
with the ESAC.
Resources
should
Resource
Center
by students
and

----

--Studies

be allocated
. for an Ethnic
to house works collected
and/or
faculty.

produced

As the prograrn--rnatures
under
its
new direction,it
may
indeed
become necessary
to commit great~r
personnel
resources
to it,
which could be accomplished
in a
variety
-of ways.
Failure
on the part
of the a~inistration

-
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to support
the controlled
growth of the Ethnic
Studies
Program
to its mature
size may result
in creati~g
further
problems,
irrespective
of the ·quality
of the faculty.

At>hn Crean

,./

'

ti

I

.

. (lltA~-~A.L
Charles

Lamoureux

Christine

..

t~k."1-(.(_) •.L

Winskoswki

APPENDIX I

REPORT OF THE ETHNIC STUDIES RESEARCH TEAM
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, MANCA
Professor
John Crean
Professor
Ray McDonald
Miss Christine
Winskowski

CAMPUS VISITED

University

California

of California
Los Angeles,
CA

at Los Angeles
90024

State
University
1250 Bellflower
Long Beach, CA

at Long Beach
Blvd.
90840

University

California

of Californa
Berkeley,
CA

State
University
at San Franci~co
1600 . Holloway
Ave.
San Francisco,
. CA
94132

University

California

at Berkeley
94720

of California
at
Davis,
CA
95616

Davis

State

San Jose

University

at

I.

FACUL'l'Y PROFILE

A.

T-he majority : of faculty members interviewed
felt
th,t thei~ alms arid goals were to develop an acceptable
disciplibe
of ES equivalent to any other academic
~iabipline
on their
university
campus.
They are
ttriving
to gain for themselves
acceptance
and due
credit
from faculty
colleagues,
based on the fair .
recognition
of those ES faculty
whose major credentials
are authentic
cultural
experience
and solid accomplishment
in the college
classroom.
UCLA faculty
goals seemed
more typically
meeting rigorous,
traditional
academic
standards,
as all FTE's in the ES Centers are located
in traditional,
existing
departments.

B.

The numerical
assignment of priorities
varied widely
£rem institution
to institution
and quite often even
within the various
sub-components
within
a given ES
department
or program.
With the exception
of UCLA,
whose first
priority
was research
(owing to the
structural
model which identifies
the ES centers
as
"Organized
Research Units"),
instjtutions
generally
emphasized
first
teaching
which is inextricably
connected
with commur.ity involvement
(of various
approaches).
The second emphasis is on applied
research
which is related
to "service",
also defined
as an ongoing,
two-way relationship
with the ethnic
base coiramunity.

C.

"Research"
emerged as having a common definition
among all the people interviewed,
namely the missionoriented
endeavor to focus on the unique point of view
of the ethnic
community as opposed to the traditional
white-majority
perspective
which often largely
neglects
including
minority
perspectives.
A key goal of ES
research
is · to produce an impact on living
ethnic
peoples by elucidating,
interpreting
and critically
examining minority
perspectives
while yet taking care
to avoid biased pressntations
of dominant cultural
groups,
e.g., Christians,
Europeans
or Caucasians.
The direction
of an emerging discipline
must move ES
toward the development
of a new methodology
of research
as well as a new model of instruction.
The production
and refinement
of instructional
program material
(textbooks,
audio-visual
realia,
bibliographies,
etc.}
is to be regarded
as perfectly
valid research
durins
the initial
years of an emerging discipline,
and
ES cannot be fairly
expected
to move into more
conventional
published
research
data until
an adequate
base of pedagogical
materials
exists
to fulfill
the
pressing
classroom
needs.
There is also the ultimate

question
as to whether
scholarly'research
in ES will
ever take the shape of published
research
as we know
it in conventional
format,
or whether the new research
methodology
may culminate
in quite innovative
and
as yet unfamiliar
publication
formats.
In any case,
it is genera~ly
agreed that while certain
accustomed
avenues of publication
are currently
open to ES
researchers,
the wider way is yet to be developed
and implemented.
D.

Most ES instructional
permanent,
tenure-track
academic qualifications
allotted
to lecturers
The ratio
of lecturer

units
consist
of a blend of
faculty
with the usual
plus a number of open slots
with varying
degree backgrounds.
to faculty
is roughly
2:1.

A typical
ES instructional
unit comprises
some younger
ladder-rank
(tenure
track)
facultv
who are either
recent
Ph.D. 1 s or finishing
A.B.D's whose training
has been in an established
social
science
department
of some recognized
university.
In addition,
usually
in a significant
majority
are lecturers
whose
degree profiles
and (narrowly-defined)
academic training
vary widely,
yet possess
undisputed
authentic
and
significant
ethno-cultural
living
experience.
These
instructors
all have wide recognition
as effective
leaders
in community involvement
locally,
and some
even in the national
ethnic
community.
These attributes
of cultural
authenticity
and community effectiveness
amount in the estimation
of their
faculty
colleagues
as well as some key administrators
as valid equivalent
academic qualification
for the disciplinary
area of
ES. A frequent
analogy is drawn with a field
such
as the creative
and performing
arts,
where authenticity
and acceptance
are more frequent
validating
criteria
than terminal
research
degrees.
The strength
of an
ES instructional
unit is seen in its judicious
combination
and balance
of the degreed scholar
in a given
discipline
and the informed and informing
practitioner
of the art.
II.

STUDENT PROFILE

Because Ethnic
Studies
programs and departments
in the schools
visited
are relatively
new in comparison
with established
departments
in more traditional
disciplines,
we found them in yarious
stages
of
readiness
to offer
undergraduate
and graduate
degree
programs.
In all six schools,
an undergraduate
major
was offered
in at least
one Ethnic Studies
area;
University
~f California
at Berkeley
and University
-2-

of California
at Davis have the most developed
programs
for undergraduates,
offering
majors in Asian American,
Chicano,
Native American,
Black, and Ethnic Studies
(at
University
of California
at Berkeley
only).
San Jose
State,
San Francisco
State,
and California
State Long
Beach offer
undergraduate
majors in some area divisions,
and minors or concentrations
in others,
e.g.,
at
San Francisco
State,
a B.A. is offered
in Black and
La Raza Studies,
and an Ethnic Studies
course concentration in Native American and Asian American Studies.
Some schools
also offer
graduate
degree programs;
San Jose State
offers
an M.A. in Mexican American
Studies,
and UCLA and California
State Long Beach in
Asian American Studies
(the latter
is developing
another
M.A. program for Native American Studies,
as well).
It appears
that all of the progra.~s and departments
we observed
serve a second function
for students
who do a minor or concentration
of Ethnic Studies
courses
in conjunction
with majors in related
social
science
disciplines,
or humanities,
or in professional
training
such as law, medicine or social
work.
In one
school,
it was pointed
out that third-world
students
tend to go into practical,
service-oriented
professions,
e.g.,
law, public
health,
and that non-third
world
students
go into traditional
graduate
programs after
completing
a B.A.
The reasons
students
gave for
pursuing
Ethnic
Studies
course concentrations
varied:
some said that the courses
contributed
to the development
of a sense of ethnic
identity;
a greater
number indicated
that Ethnic
Studies
courses
helped prepare
them to apply
their
professional
or graduate
training
to work in
their
community.
In a nwnber of cases,
Ethnic
Studies
courses
fulfill
college
or departmental
degree
requirements.
At the University
of California
at Berkeley,
for example,
Ethnic
Studies
courses
are required
to
receive
teacher
certification.
The work students
produce in these programs ranges
from research
in the traditional
mode to works of
art and to community service.
Community· service
work was an option
that was available
to students
in all the schools
observed,
although
it was clear
that an activist
orientation
to this work is less
emphasized
now that it has been in the past.
Some
programs'
course-work
involved
standard
student
work,
such as t _erm papers,
exams, and. field
trips.
Cornmuni ty
projects,
placement
in community organizations,
and
research
projects
such as oral histories
were also
mentioned
as part of the curricula.
The most visibly
ambitious
of the programs
(University
of California
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at Berkeley}
involve
training
students
to write
grants,
getting
them to participate
in causes advanced by
community organizations,
and _involving
them in the
preparation
and development
of course curricula.
11 Innovative
pedagogy",
as this was referred
to, was
housed in libraries
for each of the Ethnic
Studies
divisions,
along with books,
student
papers,
theses
and dissertations
on Ethnic
Studies-relate,d
topics,
and so on.
At University
of California
at Davis,
art work done by students
in Native American Studies
was displayed
in a gallery/museum.
III.

PROGRAMORGANIZATION

A.

Ethnic
Studies
at San Jose State has status
as a
program in which there
are tenure
track positions.
AB.A.
major is available
in Black Studies
and an
M.A. in Mexican American
Studies.
An undergraduate
minor is also available
in Asian American studies.
ES courses
are widely represented
in the core
requirements
and a basic
English
composition
course
is now cross-listed
and team taught.
The director
of the program would favor a comprehensive
major
in ES integrating
various
ethnic
components.
While
t-½e School of Social
Science
acts as an umbrella
structure
for the various
studies
programs,
among
whose colleagues
there
exists
a good rapport,
there
has been no attempt
to integrate
the models of the
various
other
studies
programs.
In addition
to the
cross-listed
English
course above, the ES director
is developing
other
courses
in conjunction
with
the chairpersons
of other
departments.

B.

The University
of California
at Los Angeles has
designated
four Ethnic
Studies
Centers
as "Organized
Research
Units"
arranged
under an umbrella
called
Institute
of American Culture.
The ES Centers,
Afro-American
Studies,
Native American Studies,
Chicano Studies,
and Asian American Studies,
do
operate
largely
.independently
of one another
but
with close departmental
liaison.
Organized
Research
Units do not make teaching
appointments
or offer
courses.
Faculty
appointments
have no independent
status
within
the particular
ES Center.
Rather,
all
appointments
originate
as jQint appointments,
and have
locus of tenure
in departments.
While course proposals
or faculty
nominations
may originate
in the Centers,
approval
must be granted
by the respective
department.
There are three
sources
of course
listing:
the
department
itself,
the Council
on Educational
Development
(for experimental
or innovative
syllabi),
and the ES
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Ce.nte,rs. . The b,?lSic d,ecl$i'dii was made at the outset
that the Cent~rs not be departm~nts,
but the administration
has mor~ or less sequestered
15 or 16 FTE's for the
.awardingof jbint appointments with the Centers over and
abdVe the normal departmental
allotments.
C.

Ethnic Studies
at California
State Long Beach is
formally
under the College of Letters
and Science,
but under·current
reorganization
now in progress,
it
will be relocated
within the School of Social Science.
Appointments
are all tenure track and comprise two
departments
{Bla ·ck Studies
and Mexican American Studies)
and two programs
(Asian American Studies
and American
Indian Studies).
AB.A.
is therefore
granted
in
either
department,
while an area of concentration
is
available
in the two ·programs.
(An.M.A. may also be
obtained
in Asian American Studies ·under a Special
Programs provision.)
Faculty
and administration
fi~d t.~is model satisfactory
with no specified
preference
for one or the other.
While there is no
ongoing relationship
of the ES programs and departments
to other studies
Programs within the institution,
there has been some success demonstrated
in eliciting
cooperation
and participation
from members of other
departments.
There are no joint appointments.

D.

University
of California
at Berkeley has an established
department
of Ethnic Studies
apart from the College
of Letters
and Sciences,
a separate
jurisdiction
reporting
directly
to the same Provost,
to whom the
entire
College of Letters
and Sciences must report.
It therefore
amounts to an equivalent
jurisdiction
of a college.
Within the Department of Ethnic studies
there originally
existed
four distinct,
autonomous
"experimental
programs":
Asian-American,
Chicano,
Native American,
and Black Studies.
Black Studies
has recently
acquired
independent
departmental
status
and has removed to the jurisdiction
of Letters
and Sciences.
Each program within the Ethnic Studies
Department has its own self-constituted
advisory
committee,
and there exists
a comprehensive
Executive
Committee to represent
the whole department.
The faculty
and students
consider
this model highly
effective
and clearly
preferable
to the UCLA model.
As the locus of power resides
within one Ethnic
Studies Depart..~ent reporting
to one chief administrator
rather
than being dissipated
over and dependent upon
many dep~rtments,
this Ethnic &tudies faculty
views
the UCLA model as having "limited )>otential
and a
grim future."
In fact,
they are promoting the
upgrading
of their
Department of Ethnic Studies
to a
College of T~ird World Studies.
Regarding the
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.
relationship
to other studies
programs the faculty
finds them supportive,
e.g.,
guest lectures,
cross-listed
cou~ses,
but there is no overall
studies
council
nor faculty
tradiqg.
Rather than speaking
in terms of their
relationship
to other departments
as "allied,"
the Berkeley
faculty
regards
the
relationship
as adversary.
And
the more traditional
the department,
the more adversary
t!le relationship.
11

San Francisco

11

E.

State presents
the unique model of a
"School of Ethnic Studies"
composed of two deareegranting
departments
(Black and La Raza-Chicano
Studies).
and two non-degree
granting
programs
(Asian-American
and Native .1\merican Studies).
This structure
is
considered
ideal
from the standpoint
of the program
but perhaps
less so by the administration,
apprehensive
over too much dilution
of energies
among the four
components and the ultimate
creation
of an "alternate
University"
offering
parallel
duplicating
courses.
As
this has the status
of a school there is some interdisciplinary
schools
such as Educa~ion,
for example,
in developing
credentialling
programs.
Regarding
other departments,
Ethnic
Studies
has good relations
since ma.~y of its courses
satisfy
completion
requirements
and constitute
areas of emphasis within other traditional
disciplines,
e.g.,
the social
sciences.

F.

Two Ethnic

Studies
programs at University
of
California
at Davis are orgatlized
under the Department
of Applied Behavioral
sciences
within
the College
of Agriculture
and Environmental
Studies.and
grant a
B.S. degree.
These are:
1) Native
.Aiuerican
Studies,
which stresses
an applied
orientation;
and 2) Asian-American
Studies,
stressing
community
involvement.
The other two Ethnic Studies
areas,
namely Black and Chicano Stucies
grant a B.A.
degree.
Black Studies
is cor.posed of two independent
faculty
members plus faculty
from other departments,
while Chicano faculty
came entirely
from other
departments.
The model is no~ wholly acclaimed
by
all.
The constituency
of each pair work closely
with one another,
but all fou= do not work well
wi t..:11one another.
The .Asian American and Native
American Departments
perceive
themselves
as less
acceptably
viewed by the faculty
of other traditional
departments,
w:1ile the administr'1tion
is generally
favorably
disposed
toward the validity
of Ethnic
Studies
as a discipline
and th~ recognition
of its
teaching
staff.
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IV.

CURRICULUM

Ethnic Studies
programs came into being as a
result
o! intense · student
activism--at
Berkeley
and
San Francisco
State there were student
strikes
that
virtually
shut down the institutions.
Students
continue
to have a far greater
say in all aspects
of curriculum
than in traditional
departments.
Also,
the need for Ethnic Studies
to be responsive
to
the community further
affects
the curriculum.
Ethnic
Studies
faculty
do not in general
represent
as wide
a range of idealogies
as one would expect to find in
traditional
social
science
depart.~ents.
They share
common goals mostly related
to bettering
the conditions
of living
merr~ers of ethnic
mi~orities
and, therefore,
tend to be "left
of center"
politically.
Nonetheless
-they do not all espouse tne same ideology
in their
courses.
Culture
and history
are being increasingly
emphasized
while class
struggle
is receiving
less attention.
This is particularly
true of the Native American
programs where culture
ane history
are dominant
themes anc class
struggle/economics
comprise only
about 20% of the total
curricula.
At the University
of
California
at Davis they have an exhibition
hall
used for showing the work of Native American students
and professional
artists.
On the average,
history
courses now seem to occupy about half of Ethnic
Studies
curricula;
the remainder
is divided
between
culture
(including
the fine arts),
economics/class
struggle
and community development.
There was universal
agreement
that an important
goal
of Ethnic Studies
is to equip students
to contribute
effectively
within
the community,
thus all have a
component of community involvement
in their
curricula.
However, several
pointc6
out that community involvement
for academic credit
must consiEt
of more than simply
serving
the community.
It is important
th~t studer.ts
analyze and discuc;s their
cornm\!nity experiences
within
the context
of their
academic experiences.
In
general,
students
are encouraged
to work through
the various
agencies.
Manning the barricades,
while
considered
important,
is not ~sually
treated
as a
class project.
Nor is simply observing
the cor.JTiunity
generally
considered
worthy of acadamic crecit.
As
one faculty
member put it:
"~he comrr,uni ty is not a
zoo."
Anothe!." stated,
in ~ffect,
-tha't the important
thing is cor.ununity de\"elopment,
net just cornmuni ty
invol ver.,ent.
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Concerning
grading
policies,
it was di·fficul
t to
get hard data.
Most claim
that their
policies,
al.though
dependent
on ea=h instructor,
are n:ore or
less consistent
with their
university
as a whole.
However,
for one campus the data do not support
this
claim.
The comoarison
of E~n:tc
Studies
vs.
university
grades
th~re
looks sir.tilar
to University
of Hawaii.
V.

EVALUATION OF ?ROGRA.~S

Ethnic
Studies
programs
are for the most part
stable.
Most have suffered
sorr.e loss of student
FTE, but so havs the txaditional
departments.
The administrations
all are giving
reasonable
support
to tbe pro;;rarns and with the e>:ception
of UCL.;,
ther~ are no plans
to ei~her
phase ?rogr.arns out
or add faculty
FTE to them.
'.I'he Berkeley
progra::n
has suffered
£ram the loss cf Black Studi~s--who
chose to join the College
o! Letters
a1!d Sciences,
with
full
deoart.~ent
status--and
the=e is little
doub~
that their
plan to house all Ethnic
Studies
programs
in a Coll~ge
of Third ~orld Studies
has been affected.
At UCLAF on the other har.d, ~he administration
is
giving
a lio:i's
snare
of the available
add-on faculty
FTE to the Ethnic
s~udies
Centers
who will
offer
them
to the departm~nts
in order
to hire
new faculty
with
joint
appointments.
of the programs
visited
suffer
\-;hen co~par-ed with
the traditional
departments
on the same campus
using trnditional
criteria.
ln rna::,.y cases persons
not possessing
the minimum guali::i~atio;is
hav<! l;ee:1
appointed
to tenure
track
positions
(although
this
does no"l appear
to be happeni:i1g anyr.aore) Lind
much large~
relutive
nu.~bers of non-tenure
track
people are needed in Ethnic
Studies
programs.
Since
fairly
traditional
standards
of scholarly
productivity
seem to be required
for tenure
(a practice
deplored
by many Ethnic
Studies
faculty),
these
factors
have
cor:.bined to cause a high rate of faculty
turnover
and
a corresponding
instc:.bility
within
Ethnic
Studies
prograir.s.
Only at :.JCLF.has any real
atter.tpt
been
made to deal with t!lis oroblem ~nd, while the Ethnic
Studies
faculty,
at UCl.A sF-em fairly
satisfied
with
their
set-up,
th£:ir type cf organization
was universally
criticized
by Eth~ic Stucies
f~culty
on the other
camptJses.

All

While
groups

there
should

are

valid

function

reasons
as
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why the: various

sap~rate

departments

ethnic
or

programs,
this fragmentatibn
hinders
their
development.
On several
campuses a thin veneer of cooperation
covers what appear to be · rather
dee ·p splits
between
the groups that are preventing
them from coming together
to present
a truly united
front:
this situation
seems
to be worsening.
A problem com.~on to all is the necessity
of getting
more students
interested
in Ethnic Studies
programs.
Several administrators
stated
that the programs
are not generating
the anticipated
student
FTE's.
No
doubt increased
advertising
can help, but the problem
is 11ot that simple.
The whole question
of academic
"respectability"
is invo1,1ed.
It is encouraginc;
to
note that most Ethnic Studies
faculty
recognize
the
L~portance
of being accepted
by their
academic as well
as ethnic
communities,
and they seem to be making
progress
(albeit
slow) in that direction.
·

In spite of th~ problems,
there was general
recognition
tha~ Ethnic Studies
programs are making significant
contributions.
For example, high priority
is given
to helping
minority
students
make a successful
transition
to university
life:
most programs have
a strong,
formal student
advising
component.
They
can and do serve as an interface
between the ~niversity
and the community and, more importantly,
they have in
some cases developed
commtl!!ity programs that have
made a reul and lasting
impact.
From ·the academic
point of view, a very important
component of Ethnic
Studies
prograi~s is research.
There is no doubt
tha~ social
science
and history
have a bias;
the
leading
scholars
in these fields
are primarily
Caucasians
of European origin.
Even members of ethnic minorities
who have become traditional
scholars
have tended
to interpret
events as they were taught to do.
Ethnic Studies
programs can be expected
to become a
vehicle
for revisionism
as well as for the initiation
of new studies
of acaders-...ic significance.
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CONCLUSIONS
I.

FACULTY

PROFILE

- The Eth~ic Studies
Program needs _an e>:perienced,
director,
recognized
in both the field
of Ethnic
in his traditional
discipline.
- Fulltime
equivalent

Ethnic Studies
faculty
should possess
and be actively
eng~ged in research

- The production
be emphasized
- In general,
instructors.

and refinement
at least
in the
undergraduates

of instructional
building
years

should

Part-time
faculty
should possess
as well as undisputed,
authentic,
living
experience.
II.

STUDENT

not

be used

qualified
Studies

and

a PhD. or the
and publication.
material
should
of the program.
as classroom

sufficient
academic training
and significant
ethno-cultural

PROFILE

- Eth.~ic Studies
courses
should develop programs of wide appeal
to stude.nts
cf all ethnic
backgrounds
and in a \.iide range of
acacemic pursuits
including
~rofessional
schools
and programs,
such as medicine,
law, social
work, public health,
as well as
the social
sciences
and humanities,
· etc.
should
from disacvantaged
The program

- Students
majoring
,
deve1op specialized
to be professio~2lly

offer
specialized
backgrounds.

advising

for

students

in Ethnic Studies
should be encouraged
to
knowledge relating
to community organization
a?plied
in the community.

Fur.ds and space should be allocated
for
Resource Center to house works collected
students
a~d faculty .
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an Ethnic Studies
and/or produced by

III.

•

ORGANIZATION
Center for Ethnic

Stuides

f Director
, n

II

I

f
Area

Coordinator
.5

Area
Coordinator
.5

Staff

Staff

1.0

1.0

I

I

Area
Coordinator
.5
I

Area

Coordinator
.5
Staff

Staff
l.O

1.0

Floating

/ Flo~~ing

.5

A total
of 8.0 FTE are allocated
in this prototypic
model.
Each area gets .S FTE for an area coordinator,
and 1.0 in
addition.
The director
fills
one FTE position.
Area
coordinators
and director
have locus of tenure in a
department.
This model described
a minimum critical
mass
of faculty.
IV.

CURRICULUM

- Grading
in line

policy
with

of the Ethnic
the rest of the

- Curricular
offerings
and more substantive.

should

- There should be an increased
and on equipping
the student

Studies
program
University.
be diverse

should

in breadth

be brought
and scope,

emphasis on culture
and history,
for meaningful
commu.~ity service.
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